
Week #2 March 23-27 
 
Math 
20. Uses number concepts and operations 
 b. quantifies 
 example: Your child counts the number of tables in your house.  “1, 2, 3, 4, 5” Then when you  
          ask, “How many tables are there?”  They are able to say, “There are 5 tables.” 

 

Monday: Count and quantify the number of windows in your house. 
Tuesday: Count and quantify the number of cars on your street. 
Wednesday: Count and quantify the number of shoes in your house. 
Thursday: Count and quantify the number of flowers in your yard. 
Friday: Count and quantify the number of pillows in your house. 
 
Language 
10. Uses appropriate conversational and other communication skills 

a. engages in conversations 
 

Monday: Discuss that Winter has ended and now it is Spring.  What does your child think will happen  
              now that it is Spring? 
Tuesday: Discuss with your child one of the questions from 30 Questions to Ask Your Child to Get to  
               Know Their Heart.   
Wednesday: Ask your child; What is a hard thing you can do?  How did you learn to do that hard 
                   thing? 
Thursday: Have a family discussion about everyone’s favorite food and why they like it. 
Friday: Discuss where rain comes from and why rain is important. 
 

Cognitive 
13. Uses classification skills 
 

Monday: Discuss what we wear when it is cold outside and what we wear when it is hot outside.  Is  
              there anything we can wear when it is cold outside and when it is hot outside? 
Tuesday: Discuss changes we see outside now that it is Spring.  Do we see any flowers blooming?   
               Do the trees have leaves? 
Wednesday: Find things outside that are smaller than you and things that are bigger than you. 
Thursday: Ask 5 people:  Which do you like better, cake or ice cream?  Which treat got the most  
                votes?    
Friday: Ask 5 people:  Which do you like better, reading a book or singing a song?  Which got the  
            least votes?    
 
 
 
 
 



Literacy 
18. Comprehends and responds to books and other texts 

a. interacts during read-alouds and book conversations 
Comprehension Strategy: Predicting Panda 

 

Read every day.  As you read, ask predicting questions as you go along. 
*What do you think will happen next? 
*What would you do? 
*How do you think the story will end?  Why do you think that? 
*Looking at the cover.  What do you think this book will be about? 
 

STEM:  5 Day Spring STEAM Challenge 

Monday: Build the Best Nest 
  Build a nest for a bird using sticks, grass, bark, leaves, and/or mud. 
Tuesday: Balance a Rock Sculpture 
  Balance as many rocks as you can on top of each other. 
Wednesday: Build Your Own Insect 
  Use whatever materials you have to build an insect.  Make sure your insect has 6 legs,  

2 antennae, and 3 body parts. 
Thursday: Build the Tallest Tree 
  Use whatever materials you have to build a tree.  Make sure your tree has a trunk,  
      branches, and leaves. 
Friday: Design Your Own Flower 
  Use whatever materials you have to design a flower.  Make sure your flower has a  

stem, leaves, and petals. 
 
This was taken from https://kidssteamlab.com/5-day-spring-steam-challenge/ 
 
 

 


